
Wild Scoops Job Description:  
Baking Lead 2019 
 
The Wild Scoops Test Kitchen is a cheery and efficient operation that 
produces all the ice cream for our two Scoop Shops and Pop-up events. The 
Baking Lead is a key leadership figure in the Test Kitchen. 
 
The ideal candidate will be extremely detail-oriented and organized, and enthusiastic about 
running a smooth kitchen operation that produces wildly delicious high-quality products. They will 
possess excellent leadership and communication skills, and will have 2+ years experience in the 
food industry. They have past experience in a fast-paced, high-volume baking role, and are 
comfortable reading/scaling/modifying recipes and following kitchen best-practices. They are 
responsible for making all the add-ins for the ice cream, from baked goods to jams to sauces to 
toffees. They also make cookies for ice cream sandwiches and special event pies to sell in the Scoop 
Shop. They are eager to learn the specifics of the Wild Scoops operation and work as part of the Test 
Kitchen Team. 
 
Baking Lead performance expectations & essential functions: 
 
LEADERSHIP: 

● Cheerfully and efficiently executes daily baking tasks as is defined in daily schedules.  
● Prioritizes daily production while keeping the weekly schedule and big picture in mind. 
● Provides direction, guidance and/or training to anyone assisting in baking. 
● Helps train new kitchen team members in routine tasks and common kitchen practices. 
● Maintains flow, pace and standards for excellence in the baking part of the kitchen — makes 

sure everything gets done each day. Excellent use of time is a high priority. 
● Responsible for highest quality ice cream add-ins. Ensures pars and made and prepped for 

each day & the following days (communicate closely with Kitchen Operations Manager). 

COMMUNICATION: 

● Reports to and communicates often with Kitchen Operations Manager regarding scheduling, 
procedures, raw materials (ingredients), formulations, and needed improvements. 

● Works with Wholesale Manager and Production Leads to make sure that everyone is on the 
same page. 

● Communicates often with Owner; reflects constantly on kitchen practices and opportunities 
for growth; Helps contribute to weekly kitchen meetings. 

KITCHEN R&D: 



● In off-season — develops new flavors and products; engages in thorough testing and 
documentation. 

● Helps prepare the long-term churn and production schedule for the kitchen, incorporating 
special events, trends, etc. 

 
EVERYTHING ELSE: 

● May help conduct weekly or bi-weekly inventory for the kitchen. 
● Organizes pantry for cleanliness, consolidation, First In First Out rotation, and orderliness. 
● Helps to clean any dishes used primarily for baking and cooking.  
● Responsible for Add-In Inventory tracking.  Maintains proper labeling and rotation of 

add-ins in freezer.  Updates Add-In board.  
● Maintains a clean and orderly baking/kitchen area. 
● Provides frequent feedback and training for newer kitchen staff. 
● Brings enthusiasm and responsibility to the job every day. Helps create a positive and 

productive vibe in the kitchen. 
● Helps refine and improve Wild Scoops systems and all aspects of the Wild Scoops ice cream 

experience, especially as it relates to wholesale. 

SIDE FUNCTIONS 

● May run the special pie and cake order program. 
● Continues to learn about local foods and ice cream production. 
● Assists with other Kitchen tasks as needed. May assist with shifts in the Scoop Shop, Open 

Hours, or Pop-Up events if desired. 
● Assists with sourcing/pricing/shopping as needed. 
● Attends and participates in whole-team meetings. 

 

To apply: 
Write a cover letter that introduces yourself and your experience/qualifications and addresses the 
following: 

- Why do you want to work for Wild Scoops? 
- When are you available to work? (start/end date and weekly availability) 
- How would you contribute to a positive kitchen work environment, especially in a 

leadership role? 
 

Email it along with a resume and three professional references to info@wildscoops.com. 
Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis. 
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